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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with characterizations of certain classes of operators 
on continuous function spaces and with establishing conditions for convergence 
in subspaces of these operators. There are two major themes in the paper. 
The first theme is the use of the geometry of Banach spaces to obtain information 
about operators and vector measures. As an example of some recent results in 
this direction, we point out the papers of Anantharaman [l ,2], in which he used 
the notion of exposed points and exposing functionals to extend a theorem of 
Rybakov [21]. In this paper we extend the ideas developed by Anantharaman 
and Rybakov to a study of representing measures, and thereby obtain a charac- 
terization of weakly compact operators (Theorem 2.2) in terms of a differen- 
tiability condition whose connection with absolute continuity for measures was 
exploited in Bilyeu and Lewis [5l. In Theorem 2.4 we investigate smooth 
points in the range of the adjoint of a compact operator. The second major 
theme is the use of a property studied by Grothendieck [15] to obtain a charac- 
terization of strongly bounded operators and convergence theorems for sequences 
of representing measures. In [15] Grothendieck established the equivalence 
between the following two statements about a subset K of regular Bore1 measures: 
(a) K is weakly sequentially compact, (b) if (f,J is a uniformly bounded sequence 
of continuous functions which converges at each point to zero, then sf,, dp+n 0 
uniformly for ~1 E K. Condition (b) will sometimes be referred to as 
Grothendieck’s condition, and the reader will notice properties similar to (b) 
in Theorems 2.1,3.1,3.2,3.4, and 3.5. In particular we mention that Theorem 3.1 
may be viewed as an extension of Grothendieck’s criterion to the general setting 
of representing measures with values in a Banach space of operators. Results of 
Brooks and Dinculeanu [lo] concerning weak compactness in generalized 
Lebesgue spaces play an important role in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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The general setting is as follows. Each of E and F is a Banach space, H is a 
compact Hausdorff space, and C(H, E)(C(H)) is the Banach space of all con- 
tinuous E-valued (real-valued) functions defined on H with the usual uniform 
norm. It is a consequence of the Riesz Representation Theorem in this setting 
that each operator L defined on C(H, E) with values in F may be uniquely 
associated with a vector measure m defined on the Bore1 a-algebra .Z of H with 
values in B(E, F**), the Banach space of operators from E to the bidual of F, 
such that L(f) = jf dm, f E C(H, E), / x*m 1 (= total variation of the adjoint 
measure z*m: 2-t E*) is a regular Bore1 measure for each z* EF*, and 
{IL 1) = iii(H), where fi denotes the semivariation of m. Note that fi(A) = 
sup{1 m,, 1 (A): z* EF*, /Ix* I/ < l}, e.g., see Dinculeanu [12]. Such a set 
function m is called a representing measure, and the correspondence between m 
and L is denoted by L t-) m. The reader may consult Batt and Berg [4] or Brooks 
and Lewis [8] for a complete discussion of this setting. In particular, [A will be 
the characteristic function of a set A, and U(Z)(U@)) will be the uniform 
closure of the simple functions S(Z) (E-valued simple functions S,(Z)). We 
note that U,(Z) may be isometrically embedded in C(H, E)** and m(A)x = 
L**(f,g) [8, pp. 142-1481. The representing measure m is said to be s-bounded 
if @A,) + 0 whenever (AJ is a disjoint sequence of sets from Z. Additionally, 
if 7 is a topology on a set S, then a subset A of S is said to be conditionally T 
compact if its 7 closure is 7 compact. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF CLASSES OF OPERATORS 
We begin this section with an intrinsic characterization of the class of strongly 
bounded operators, that is, operators on C(H, E) which have s-bounded 
representing measures. We note that if E is a reflexive space, then an operator 
L: C(H, E) -+ F is s-bounded if and only if L is weakly compact [8, p. 1531. In 
general, every weakly compact operator is s-bounded, but the converse is false. 
In fact, the s-bounded operators do not necessarily form an operator ideal [18]. 
The criterion used to characterize s-boundedness in the following theorem is 
closely related to conditions imposed by Grothendieck [ 151 in a characterization 
of weak compactness in rca(Z). 
THEOREM 2.1. The operator L: C(H, E) -+ F is s-bounded if and only if 
L(f<) + 0 whenever (fJ is a bounded sequence in C(H, E) 
such that fi(t) -+ 0 for every t E H. 
c*> 
Proof. Let m be the representing measure for L. Suppose that (*) holds and 
that m is not s-bounded. Then there exists an E > 0 and a disjoint sequence (A,) 
of sets in Z such that %(AJ > E for each i. Choose a sequence (xi*) from F;” 
(= closed unit ball of F*) such that I xfrn [ (AJ > E, i = 1,2,... . Hence the 
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sequence (I x:m 1) of regular Bore1 measures is not uniformly countably additive, 
i.e., (I x:p I) is not a conditionally weakly compact set. By a theorem of 
Grothendieck [15], we may assume that there is a disjoint sequence (OJ of 
open sets and an E’ > 0 such that 
I xrrn I (OJ > E’ 
for each i. Then using the definition of the semivariation and regularity pro- 
perties of representing measures, we select, for each i, fi E C(H, E) such that 
llfi II Q 19 
support (fJ 2 Q, 
and 
IIwf)ll > E’ 
for each i. But since the fi are disjointly supported, then fi + 0 pointwise. 
Consequently ]I L( fi)ll + 0, and we have a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that m is s-bounded. Therefore, (I x*m I: x* ~8’:) is 
conditionally weakly compact in ma@‘), and there exist regular nonnegative 
Bore1 measures h such that %(A) + 0 as h(A) i 0. Let h be one such (control) 
measure, and suppose that ( fi) satisfies (*). By Egoroff’s theorem, fi + 0 almost 
uniformly [A], hence almost uniformly [fi]. Choose E > 0 and let A E Z so that 
and 
fi + 0 uniformly on H\A 
fi(A) < E. 
Next choose a positive integer N such that if n > N, then 
for each t E H\A. Thus 
for tt > N. The theorem follows. 
In view of the fact that if E is reflexive then L is weakly compact if and only if L 
is s-bounded [8], we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. If E is reflexive, then the operator L: C(H, E) --f F is 
weakly compact if and only if 
L(f,) + 0 whenmer (fr) is a bounded sequence in C(H, E) 
such that fd(t) + 0 for every t E H. 
(*) 
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Remark 1. From the equivalence of s-bounded, weakly compact, and 
unconditionally converging operators on C(H) spaces and the preceding theorem, 
it follows that an operator L: C(H) -+ F is weakly compact if and only if ZL(fn) 
converges unconditionally for each bounded, disjointly supported sequence 
(~2 from C(H)- 
Remark 2. Condition (*) of the preceding theorem may also be used to 
characterize uniformly strongly bounded families of operators from C(H) to F. 
(A family 2 = (T, w pa. * 01 Ed} of operators from C(H) to F is said to be 
uniformly s-bounded if &4J +i 0 uniformly in 01 whenever (Ai) is a disjoint 
sequence from Z.) In fact, if .7? = {r,. * 01 Ed} is a bounded family of weakly 
compact operators from C(H) to F, then S is uniformly s-bounded iff (**) 
[(/Ifi I[)& bounded and pointwise convergence to zero imply that TJfi) -+i 0 
uniformly in a.] For suppose that &’ is uniformly s-bounded. Then U = 
{x*t~~: 01 E A, xx E F,*) is a uniformly countably additive, bounded family of 
regular measures on Z. Therefore there is 0 < h E rca(Z) such that fiol < ;\ 
uniformly in 01. If (fJ is a norm-bounded sequence from C(H) which converges 
pointswise to 0, then an application of Egoroff’s theorem (almost uniform 
convergence with respect to h) yields Tol(fi) ji 0 uniformly in 01. 
Conversely, if (**) holds, then CT is conditionally weakly compact by 
Grothendieck’s theorem, [13, p. 3891, and consequently the elements of U are 
uniformly countably additive. Hence &4J -fi 0 uniformly in oi whenever (AJ 
is a disjoint sequence from Z: 
The class of s-bounded operators includes the weakly compact operators and 
therefore the absolutely summing operators, a collection of mappings discussed 
in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, infra. Closely related to the absolutely summing 
operators are the (p, r)-summing operators. An operator T: E + F is said to be 
(p, r)-summing, where 1 ,( Y  < p < co, if there is some constant C 3 0 such 
that if x1 ,..., x, E E, then 
(c 11 T(x,)lI.)l’p < c sup i(c 1 X*(X#)“’ : x* tJY;l. 
The infimum of all such numbers C is denoted by ?T,,,(T), and the supremum on 
the right side of the preceding inequality is denoted by +((x~>~). Unlike absolutely 
summing operators, (p, r)-summing operators may fail to be weakly compact. 
For example, the identity operator on F is (2, 1)-summing and certainly not 
weakly compact [19]. The following proposition shows that this is impossible 
for (p, r)-summing operators defined on C(H E), E reflexive. We denote the 
least crossnorm by X. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that F is a Banach space and m t) L: C(H, E) -+ F is 
(p, r)-summing. Then L is s-bounded. Consequently, ; f  E is rejexive, then L is 
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weakly compact. Further, m(A): E --+F is (p, r)-summing for each AE Z, and 
L,: C(H) -+ B(E, F) is (p, r)-summing. (L,( f )x = L(fx).) 
Proof. Let (&)F be disjointly supported simple functions in U,(Z) such 
that II bi IL < 1 f  or each i. Therefore if 6 E U,(Z)*, 116 II < 1, then2 1 a(&)] < 1. 
Hence C I S(&)l’ < 1. 
Now let m ++ L be (p, r)-summing and suppose that (Ai) is a disjoint sequence 
from Z such that fi(A,) -+ 0. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
fi(AJ > 1 for each i. Then let N be a positive integer such that N - 1 > q&L) 
and let (zQ)~ be a disjointly supported collection of functions in C(H, E) so that 
II ui II < 1 and 
(~IIL(u#‘~‘~ >($f(Ai,p)“‘- 1 > N- 1. 
We showed above that 
Thus 
and we have a contradiction. Therefore m is s-bounded. From [8, Sect. 41 we 
know that if E is reflexive, then L is weakly compact i f f  m is s-bounded. 
Now suppose that A E 22, E,.(x~): < 1, and E > 0. Since m is s-bounded, m is 
variationally regular; that is, there exist a compact set K and an open set U such 
that KC A C 7J and fi( U\K) < E. Thus there is an f E C(H) so that 0 < f < 1 
and 
(C II m(Ah Ils)l’p < (C II 4f~dIp)I" + E. 
Now suppose that + E C(H, E)*, II+ jl < 1. Then (f, (6) may be naturally 
interpreted as an element of E*, and Il(f, $)I\ IE* < 1. Therefore 
Consequently, 
and it follows that m(A) is (p, r)-summing and 
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To finish the proof, we need to show that L,: C(H) + B(E, F) is (p, Y)- 
summing. Suppose, to the contrary, that (j5)f” C C(H), +(fJ < 4, and 
(c II Ll(fiw)l’p > T,*dL)* 
Then let x1 ,,.., x, E El such that 
(c II L(A%)lly > Te,rdL)* 
But from [9, Proposition 3.11 and the canonical isometry between C(H, E) and 
C(H) @A E, it follows that eT(fixi) < 1. Hence, 
(1 II ~(fixp)llp)l’p < TP&)l 
and we have a contradiction. 
The following theorem presents a characterization of weakly compact 
operators in terms of a geometrical condition in a space of measures. By D(x, y) 
we shall mean the Gateaux derivative of the norm at x in the direction y. Let m 
be the representing measure for the operator L. 
THEOREM 2.2. The operator L: C(H) ---f F is weakly compact if and only if 
there exists an x* E F* such that 
o(l x*m 1, I y*m I) 
exists uniformlyfory* EF*, 11 y* 11 < 1. 
Proof. Suppose that L: C(H) --f F is a weakly compact operator, L ++ m. 
Thus m maps .Z into F and is countably additive; cf. Bartle et al. [3] or Brooks 
and Lewis [g]. Then by the theorem of Rybakov [21], there is a z* EF* such 
that 1 x*m / < 1 z*m 1 uniformly for x * E Fc. Without loss of generality, we shall 
assume that II z* j] < 1 and S(H) < 1. 
Now let (XT) be a sequence in FF, let D = / z*m 1, let vi = x?m, and choose 
(fJ from Ll(a) such that 
&4 = JAfi do 
and 
I vi I (4 = j- Ifi I do 
for each A E ,Z. Further, let A,,, = (x : jf&v)j > n}. Then clearly 
t*> 
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for each i. We claim that (*) holds uniformly in i. For suppose not. Then there 
exist increasing (unbounded) sequences (&) and (ni) of positive integers and a 
positive number E such that 
for each i. Suppose that 6 > 0 has been chosen so that if a(A) < 6, then 
j x*m 1 (A) < E for each x* EF;*. Hence, u(Aki,,,) > 6 for each i. But 1 fk,(x)l > ni 
for almost all x E Akz,ni . Therefore 
I Ak, n Ih, I da t @> Z’ * 
i = 1, 2,... . Since ni t cc, we see that n& t 03. Consequently, 
But this is impossible, since 11 x,*m 11 < fiTi(H) < 1; hence (*) must hold 
uniformly in i. 
Let 6, Z, vi , 6, and Ai,% have the same meaning as above. By the result just 
established, we may (and shall) choose a positive integer N such that 
for each i. Now let t be a real number such that 
0 < I t 1 < min{6,1/N}. 
Then 
; (II u + tvi II - II u II) 
1 =- 
(I t H 
I 1 + tft I du - +o) 
1 zz- 
t (s,, N I 1 + tfi I du + j==,, I 1 + ?A I da - +%.N) - W\&.J)) 1. 
N 
By the triangle inequality, 
1 I (S T I 1 + tfa I do 4.N - 4%)) 1 
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Also, 
= 
s 
fi da. 
H\Ai,, 
Hence for 0 < / t 1 < min{l /N, S}, 
j (l/t)(ll u + tvi II - II 0 II) - s,fi da 1 < 2~. 
Since the sequence ($) was chosen arbitrarily from F,*, the asserted uniformity 
in the limit O(j x*m j, 1 x*m I) follows. 
Now suppose that x* EF* such that 
D(l x*m I, I x*m I) c**> 
exists uniformly for x* EF,*. Our assertion is that (**) implies that I x*m 1 < 
I z*m 1 uniformly for x* E Fc. More specifically, let 0 < (T E rca(Z), (ui) C rca(Z), 
and suppose that D(u, vi) exists uniformly in i. We demonstrate first that vi < (5 
for each i, and then we use the Radon-Nikodym derivative of vi with respect to (T 
to establish the asserted uniformity. By the Lebesgue Decomposition Theorem 
we may write vi as 6 + 7, where .$ < u and 7 and 0 are mutually singular. Then 
= lim ( II u + TV II - II u II t-10+ t + II ? II) 
= DC% 5) + II 7 II> 
and 
lirn //~+~~iII-ll~II 
t-a- t 
= $I ( II u + tE II - II u II 
t - II rl II) 
= wu, 59 - II rl II. 
Since these left- and right-sided limits must agree, )I 7 11 = 0; thus vi < C. 
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Let fi EU(U) such that 
and 
for each A E Z. Suppose that E > 0. As a result of the convexity of the norm 
and the uniformity assumption on the derivatives, we may (and shall) choose 
6>OsothatifO<t<&then 
0 < f (II a + tvi (1 - 11 a II) - ( ‘I u - y- 11 u” ) < E. (#) 
Fix one such t and let 0 < 8’ < 6 such that 8’ < tr. Let D E Zso that u(D) < 8’. 
Then from (#), 
o+s H\D (I 1 + !fi I + I 1 - ?fi I) da - W\D)) < E, 
0 G f (s, (I 1 + tf I + I 1 - tfi I) da - 2u(D)) < E, 
and 
1 
t (s, (I 1 + tf I + I 1 - qi I)) < E + * < 36 
Thus 
1 
-i- (S, I 1 + tf I da) < 3~, 
1 
-i (I I 1 - ?fi I do) < 3~9 
and 
I IfiIdu=IviI(D)<4c. 
Therefore, vi < u uniformly in i. Since the sequence (vi) was chosen arbitrarily, 
it follows that I x*m 1 < I z*m 1 uniformly for x* EF;*. The theorem follows. 
Remark. The uniform existence of D(j a*m I, I x*m 1) in the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.2 is far from the assertion that the norm is Frtchet differentiable at 
I x*m I in C(H)*. In fact, it follows from the argument in 2.2 that FrCchet 
differentiability of the norm at any point p E C(H)* implies that the members of 
the unit ball of C(H)* are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to 
p-hence the unit ball of C(H)* is weakly compact-and C(H) is reflexive. 
The following theorem is an improvement of Theorem 2.3 in Brooks and 
Lewis [9] in two directions: (a) The requirements on the Banach space E are 
60712912-3 
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relaxed and (b) the nature of the control measure h is made much more specific. 
Additionally, the construction shows that Rybakov’s theorem [21] holds in a more 
general setting. In the following theorem, ~(z*m) denotes all Z-partitions 
(directed by common refinement) A, ,..., A, of N so that 1 z*tn 1 (AJ > 0 for 
each i. If w = (A, ,..., A,) E ~~(z*m), then 
m, = C 1 z*m 1 . Ai 4%) 
I z*m I (4 ’ 
where ] z*m j . A,(A) = I z*m I (A n AJ. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let L be an operator from C(H, E) to F where E* has the 
Radon-Nikodym property (RNP), L f-) m. Then L is compact ;f and only if 
(a) m(A): E + F is compact for each A 
(b) there is a z* EF~ so that p(H) + 0 as r ranges through r(x*m). 
Proof. Suppose that L is compact. Under the present hypotheses, the con- 
struction in Rybakov [21] may be adapted to show that there is a z* EF~ such 
that 1 z*m 1 is a control measure for m. We outline the argument. 
Step 1. LEMMA. Let (S, Z, p) denote a measure space, let (fJ C L+, E*), and 
let Ei = {s : fi(s) # O}. Then there is a sequence (ai) of positive scalars such that 
for each n, C: uifi # 0 a.e. b] on El u .** u Em. 
The argument proceeds by induction. A choice of CY~+~ may be made without 
altering a1 ,..., (Y&. Furthermore, (ai) may be chosen so that CX+ < l/2”. 
Step 2. Let h be a non-negative regular Bore1 measure such that I x*m 1 < X 
uniformly for x* EF;_* and h(A) < iii(A). Let (x:) CF,* so that / x,*m 1 (H) + 
iii(H), and let fi = (dxfm/dX) (E* has RNP). Then we may use the lemma in 
Step 1 to obtain a positive integer N, scalars 01~ ,..., cyN , and a positive number 6, 
such that if a: = mix: + ... + u~x;I; , then h(s : Ilfz;(s)il < $1 < 4 and 
h(s : II fz;(s)ll = 0} < l/(2 .2), where fi; = dz:m/dh. 
Step 3. Proceed by induction to manufacture a sequence (a,*) C F,*, a 
sequence (c+J of scalars so that 0 < LY, < l/2% and, a sequence 6, of positive 
numbers so that 
(a) h{s : Ilfs$411 = 01 < 142 * 27% 
@I ifF,,,-, = 6 : Ilfa,z:(s)ll 2 &J411r then W,,,& -c l/2”; 
(c) if y,* = rtl + c&f, then f,:, # 0 everywhere on 
{s : f,:-,(s) =+ 01 ” {s : fz:(s) f 01, n = 2,3 
* *. ,***, y1 = 2, , 
(d) 0 < 6, < $+I)/4 such thatF,, = (s: /I fV$s)il < S,], then h(F,J < l/21f. 
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Step 4. Set x* = .Zq2:, an absolutely convergent series, and suppose that 
A(G) = p > 0, where G = {s : f&) = O]. Let N be a positive integer so that 
A(& n G) > p/2 and Cz+,, (l/2”) < p/3, where Ai = {s : 11 f,,:(s)ll > &}. Thus 
And for s E AN n G\U,Q~F,,+~,~ , 
a contradiction. Therefore h < I z*m I. 
Since I z*m I is a control measure for m,L*(F*) may be embedded isometrically 
in BV(Z, E*, I a*m I), the Banach space of regular countably additive E*-valued 
measures of finite variation on .Z which are absolutely continuous with respect 
to I z*m I. For u = (A, ,..., A,) E +*m), let T,,: BV(.Z, E*, I z*m I) --t 
Bv(Z, E*, I z*m I) be defined by T,,(u) = C I z*m I - Aj(u(A,)/I z*m I (A,)). 
Since L*(Fr) is conditionally compact in BV(Z, E*, I z*m I), a result of Phillips 
[20] implies that T,(u) + u uniformly for u E L*(F,*) if 
for each u E BV(,Z, E*, 1 z*m I). And since the assertion that T,,(u) + u uniformly 
for u EL*(F,*) is simply a rewording of the statement that z -+ 0, it 
s&ices to demonstrate (#) in order to establish (b). 
We remark that (#) certainly holds for rca(Z, I s*m I), i.e., if u is countably 
additive, real valued, and ( u I < Y, then T,(u) -+ u. By using the techniques 
of Gil de Lamadrid [14], B&Z, E*, I z*m I) s rca(Z, I z*m I) 0, E* where @,, 
denotes the greatest crossnorm completion of the tensor product 
Further, if u = Ci ut @ x, , then 
T&4 = F (; 1 2*m 
x*m I) @E*. 
and T,,(U) + u because T,(u,) + u, for each i. Since finite tensors are dense in 
rca(ZC’, I z*m I) 0, E* and (To) is uniformly bounded, (#) follows. 
The compactness of each m(A): E + F follows from Brooks and Lewis [8, 
sect. 21. 
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The converse of the theorem follows from the fact that the compact operators 
from an operator ideal and the equation 
We recall that if A is a subset of a Banach space X, then a point x,, of A is 
said to be strongly exposed provided that there is an x* E X* so that x*(y) < 
x*(x0) for all y  E A, y  # x0, and if (x,) CA so that x*(x,J + x*(x,,), then 
]I x, - x,, I/ -+ 0. The functional x* is called a strongly exposing functional. 
Anantharaman [l] showed that if CL: Z -+ X is a countably additive measure 
defined on a o-algebra, then p(Z) h as strongly exposed points (every exposed 
point is strongly exposed). Thus if m: Z + B(E, F) is an s-bounded representing 
measure, then there is a strongly exposing functional y  E B(E,F)*. I f  E is 
reflexive, then the following corollary shows y  may be chosen in a special manner. 
COROLLARY (to the Proof of Theorem 2.3). If m is an s-bounded representing 
measure, m: .T+ B(E, F), and E* has RNP, then there exists z* E F* so that 
1 x*m 1 Q j ,z*m 1 uniformly for x* EF,*. 
Furthermore, if E is rej?exive, then there is an x E E and ax* E F* so that x @ z* 
strongly exposes m(Z). 
Proof. The first conclusion of the corollary follows directly from the 
construction in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Now suppose that E is reflexive and let z* EF* so that 1 z*m 1 is a control 
measure for m. Since m is countably additive, x*m: Z-+ E* is countably 
additive, and by Theorem 4 of Anantharaman [l], z*m(Z) has exposed points. 
Let x E E g E** be an exposing functional for x*m(Z). Therefore by the proof 
of Theorem 2 of [l], x*m < (x @ z*)m. H ence m and (x @ z*)m have the same 
null sets, and, again, appealing to Theorem 2 of [l], x @ x* exposes m(Z). The 
result thus follows since exposing functionals for m(Z) are strongly exposing [l]. 
In a recent paper [16], it was announced that smooth points L in the class 
K(E, F) of compact operators from E into F were characterized by the conditions: 
(a) there is a unique x$ EF* so that 11 L*(xz)jl = II L* 11 and 
(b) L*(x,*) is a smooth point in E*. 
The following theorem shows that in certain situations the adjoint L* of a 
compact operator on C(H, E) transforms every norm determining functional to a 
smooth point in image (L*). 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that F* is smooth and L: C(H, E) ---f F is a non-zero 
compact operator with representing measure m. If a* is a point in F;” satisfying 
11 L*z* 11 = 1) L* 11, then L*(z*) is a control measure for m. Additionally, if E* is 
smooth with RNP, then L*(z*) is a smooth point in image (L*). 
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Proof. Suppose that E* has RNP, F* is smooth, and z* EF*, 1) z* 11 = 1. 
Suppose that D(z*, y*) = 0 for a y* E F*. We claim that D(x*m, y*m) exists 
and is zero. To see this we begin by letting P(t) = (z* + ty*)/]l z* + ty* ]I and 
F(t) = F(t) = ]jp(t)m ]I = 1 p(t)m 1 (H). Then F(0) = max{F(t): t is a real 
number}. Next, 
F(t) - F(O) 
!nM t 
= lim ll(z* + ty*)m Ml x* + tY* II - II a*m II 
t-to+ t , 
and 
~~~+ 
I 
ll(z* + ty*)m II/II z* + tY* II - II@* + tY*)m ll 
t 
= ii?+ I II@* + ty*)m II - II x* + tY* II Il(x* + tY*)m II t II z* + tr* II 
~ fiE 
/I 
(1 - I/ s* + ty* II) s*m 
Ii II 
+ (1 - II z* + V* II) Y*m 
II x* + tr* II t II x* + tr* II II 
. 
But 
f$ II (1 - II z* + ty* II) y*m II z* + tY* II II 
= o 
, 
and 
jig 
(1 - (/ z* + ty* 11) s*m (1 - II .@ + ty* II) a*m 
t II x* + tr* II Ii 
= I( z*m (1 lim ll~*lI-Il~*+tY*II =. 
t-o+ t 
ThereforeF’(O+) = D + ( 2*m, y*m). Similarly, F’(O-) = D-(z*m, y*m). Since 
F(0) is the maximum value of F(t), D + z*m, y*m) < 0 < D-(z*m, y*m). The ( 
convexity of the norm then implies that D-(z*m, y*m) < D+(z*m, y*m); hence 
D(s*m, y*m) = 0. But Theorem 3.2 of Bilyeu and Lewis [5] shows that 
y*m < z*m whenever D(z*, y*) = 0. Since D(2f) is a continuous linear 
functional on F* (hence its null space is l-codimensional), it follows that 
x*m < 2.*m for all x* EF *. That x*m < z*m uniformly for x* EF,* now 
follows from the fact that m is s-bounded and a result of Brooks [7]. 
The final conclusion of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.2 of Bilyeu and 
Lewis [5], i.e., if E* is smooth with RNP, then x*m < z*m implies that 
D(z*m, y*m) exists. 
COROLLARY. If E and F are unqormly convex and L: C(H, E) -+ F is compact, 
then II L*(s*)ll = 11 L* II for 112* II = 1 implies that L*(2*) is a smooth point in 
image (L*). 
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3. CONVERGENCE IN SUBSPACES OF REPRESENTING MEAWRES 
The general problem of determining natural sufficient and/or necessary 
conditions for weak compactness-weak convergence in the space of operators 
(equivalently, in the space of representing measures) on C(H, E) which are 
analogous to the classical conditions appears to be somewhat intractable. For 
example, a representing measure m may take its values in B(E, F**) and may 
fail to have a conditionally weakly compact range; furthermore, m may also fail 
to have finite total variation. If, in fact, m does have finite variation, then m maps 
22 into B(E, F) and ( m ( E rca(Z) [9]. However, even in the latter case, the 
classical procedure for handling weak compactness in spaces of measures 
(application of Li-techniques) does not carry over since, in general, B(E, F) does 
not have RNP. Also, although rather complete information has been obtained 
about weak convergence in certain subspaces of spaces of measures, additional 
complications arise when studying the space of representing measures in the 
general setting. For example, in [17], D. Lewis presented natural necessary and 
sufficient conditions for weak convergence in the space of countably additive 
vector measures (supremum norm), and in this section we investigate weak 
convergence in the space of compact operators on continuous functions. But 
the techniques developed in [17] d o not apply to the study of weak convergence 
in the space of compact operators L: C(H, E) -+ F for two reasons: 
(a) the semivariation norm is not equivalent to the supremum norm in 
this setting and 
(b) a representing measure for a compact operator need not have con- 
ditionally compact range; e.g., see Batt and Berg [4]. 
Considering these obstacles, we have chosen the following setting to begin our 
investigation. Suppose that m: Z-t B(E, F) is an s-bounded representing 
measure and that Y(m) = $Zii{m * A : A E Z}, where (m * A)(B) = m(A n B), 
B E z‘ (closure is in the semivariation norm). If  X* is a dual space with RNP and 
h: .Z + X* e B(X, R) is an s-bounded representing measure, then we remark 
that 1 A 1 (H) < co, and Y(h) = L1(l h 1, X*). The statement that a subset A of 
a Banach space is weakly Cauchy compact means that every sequence from A has 
a weak Cauchy subsequence. 
THEOREM 3.1. A set 2’ _C 9’(m) is weakly Cauchy compact in the Banuch 
space B(C(H, E), F) of operators from C(H, E) to F if 
(a) 3Y is bounded and 
(b) T(+i) -9 0 uniformly for T E 2’ wh.enever (iI& 11) is bounded and & -+ 0 
pointwise. 
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Proof. We begin by identifying Y(m) with a space of scalar-valued integrable 
functions. Let 
N={ls*ml:x*EF,*} 
and let U(N) be the space of all functions f which are N-almost everywhere 
limits of a sequence of simple functions from 9’(Z) and which lie in the com- 
pletion of Y(Z) with respect to the seminorm N(+) = sup{s 14 1 & : p E N). 
Although the space P(N) is defined in terms of the scalar measures N, we assert 
that one may naturally define v,(A) = JA f dm as an element of B(E, F) for each 
f ELl(N) and A E L: In fact, if f is simple then the definition is obvious, and it is 
clear that V, is additive. In the general case, let f E,?(N), and let (l(n) be a 
sequence of simple functions which determines f in,?(N), and let z* EF;*. Then 
KS.4 (43 - 4 dm z*)I < J-A I Us - uk j d 1 z*m I for x E El. But this last 
integral tends to 0 uniformly for x* E F,*, and it follows that jA u, dm converges 
in B(E, F). Define v,(A) = JA f dm to be this limit; it is not difficult to see that 
v,(A) is independent of which sequence that is chosen above. 
Suppose that f = C (Y&,.,~ E Y(h). Then v,(A) = C gm(A n A,); that is, 
v, = C qrn . Ai E Y(m). Furthermore, 
C,(A) = sup{\ z*v, I (A) : x* EF,*} 
by Dinculeanu [12, p. 551 and 
Ia*v~I(A)=~~lfldla*ml 
by [12, Sect. 13, Theorem 71. Hence 
11 v, 11 = i+(H) = sup{1 z*v, 1 (H) : z* E F,y} 
= sup 
IJ’ 
Ifldlz*ml:z*EF,* =Ilfll, I 
and the mapping f + v, is an isometry from S(Z) equipped with the P(N) 
norm onto a dense subset of Y(m). Thus it follows that f ---f v, is an isometry of 
G(N) onto 9(m). 
Now let .#’ satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and let .P be the preimage 
of # under this mapping-a bounded subset of P(N). We note that Theorem 
10.2 of Brooks and Dinculeanu [lo] states that if .8’ is a bounded subset of 
U(N) so that 
N(f * A,,) + 0 uniformly for f E %” whenever A, L ia, (*I 
then .%’ is weakly Cauchy compact inLr(N) (f * A, = &,f). We remark that (*) 
may be replaced by the equivalent condition 
N(f . A,,) + 0 uniformly for f E &” whenever (A+J is a 
sequence from Z. (**) 
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(The proof of this theorem is lengthy; the reader is referred to [lo] for details.) 
Therefore, to complete the proof it will suffice to show that (**) holds for &“. 
Suppose to the contrary that (AJ is a disjoint sequence from Z and that 
(X) C z?’ such that N(fic * A& > 1 f or each k. Thus for each K there is a 
x, EF,* so that 1 zgl, 1 (A) = jA, If* 1 d 1 x,m 1 > 1, where vk = Vet . Hence the 
sequence (I zRvR I) is not conditionally weakly compact; cf. Brooks [6]. Therefore 
by a result of Grothendieck [15; 13, p. 3891, th ere is a disjoint sequence (@J of 
open sets, an E > 0, and a subsequence (KJ of (li) so that 1 .zkivlCi 1 (@J > E. 
Hence by Dinculeanu [12, p. 551, &(@J > e for each i. Let (I&) be a finite 
collection of pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets of @< and (xij) a collection of vectors 
having norm one such that 
for i = 1,2,... . Now B,, is regular since wk. is an s-bounded representing 
measure. Therefore there”is a collection {I&} df compact sets and a set {gti} of 
disjointly supported continuous scalar functions such that 
0 <g,j d 1, 
& C Bii , g&‘&j) = 1, 
support (gij) C Qi , 
lb v&qxij > E j II 
and 
Letting gi = Cjgiixii, i = 1, 2,..., we see that /I sgi dv,, 1) > E. But (gJ is 
bounded and gi -+ 0 pointwise. Thus (I J-gi dvj II--+ 0 in i” uniformly in j by 
part (b) of the hypothesis, and we have a contradiction. The theorem follows. 
Next we investigate weak convergence in the space of compact operators 
T: C(H) + F. 
Our sufficient condition for weak convergence is stated in terms of the 
Grothendieck condition, i.e., action of the operators on sequences of continuous 
functions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (TJ be a sequence of compact operators, Tit, pi, 
T,: C(H)-+F, i = 1,2 ,... . Then (TJ converges weakly to zero in the Banach 
space B(C(H), F) if 
(4 w*(TU4 +j 0 uniformly in i JOY each w* EF* whenever (Ijfj 11) is 
bounded and fj -+ 0 pointwise, and 
(b) Ti(f) -+ 0 weakly for each f E C(H). 
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Proof. Fix w* EF* and suppose the hypotheses hold. Then from (a) we 
know that 
I fddw*Pi) 7 0 
uniformly in i whenever (11 fi 11) is bounded and fj + 0 pointwise. Therefore by 
Grothendieck’s theorem, (w*pLi) is conditionally weakly compact in rca(Z). 
Hence, by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, some subsequence (w*pi,) must 
converge weakly to a point in rca(Z). Consequently, (w*p@)) converges for 
every B E Z. We assert that eo*~~,(B) -+ 0 for all B. To see this, we let a(B) = 
lim w*pi,(B), B E Z. By Theorems IV.9.5 and IV.9.9 of Dunford and Schwartz 
[13], it follows that a E rca(Z) and w*pi, converges weakly to u. Hence w*pi, is 
weak*-convergent to u, i.e., 
I f dw=+=/.+, + I‘ f da 
for all f E C(H). But by (b), 
I f dw*pi, -+ 0. 
Hence sf da = 0 for all f, and u = 0. 
Next we claim that pi(B) -+ 0 weakly in F. We note that a sequence of scalar 
measures converges weakly to 0 if and only if it converges to 0 setwise [13, 
Chap. IVJ. Now suppose that pi(B) f* 0 weakly in F. Then there is an E > 0, a 
subsequence (pi,), and a w EF* such that 
I w*~i,,P)l > E 
for each n. Using the uniformity in (a) again, we appeal to the Eberlein-Smulian 
theorem and to Grothendieck’s theorem to manufacture a subsequence (w*pi,) 
of (w*pi ) 
fore n 
and a measure 7 E rca(Z) so that w*&, converges weakly to 7. There- 
I f dw*& ---f s f d7, 
f~ C(H), and Jf dw*p; -P 0 by (b). Consequently 
7 = 0. But 1 T(B)] >, E “since w*pi.(B) 
sf d7 = 0 for each f, i.e., 
+ T(B), which is a contradiction. Thus 
w*pi(B) -+ 0 for all B E 2 and w* E F*. By a result of D. Lewis [17], a sequence 
&) of F-valued measures with conditionally compact range converges weakly to 
zero with respect to the semivariation norm if and only if (pi(A)) converges 
weakly to zero in F for each A E 2. The theorem follows. 
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THEOREM 3.3. The sequence (TJ of compact operators from C(H) to F con- 
verges weakly to 0 in B(C(H), F) if and only if TT*(&) --+ 0 weakly for each 
open set G. 
Proof. The necessity is straightforward; we omit the proof. 
Suppose that flit) Ti . Therefore by [17, Corollary 3.31, pi + 0 weakly if 
and only if pi(A) - 0 weakly in F for each A E 2, i.e., iff “*&A) + 0 for each 
w* E F*. And by a theorem of Wells [23] (which g eneralizes a classical theorem 
of Dieudonne [ll; 13, p. 391]), the sequence w*pLi(A) --f 0 for each A iff 
w*pi(G) + 0 for each open set G. Since w*&G) = w*(Ti((eG) + 0, the 
desired result follows. 
Remark. If T: C(H) --t F is an operator defined by a density Sgd 1 TV 1 (that 
is, T is absolutely summing and if JL++ T, then there is a Bochner integrable 
function g such that p(A) = JA gd 1 TV 1 and I CL I (4 = .L I g I d I P I), then the 
preceding two theorems apply to Y(p). In this case p has conditionally compact 
range [22], and consequently each measure p * A, A E Z, has conditionally 
compact range. In fact, if v,(A) = JA fgd I p 1, f EL~([ p I), then the preceding 
two theorems apply to ?@ii{v,: f EL1 I p I}. 
Our next two results deal with weak compactness and convergence in the space 
of absolutely summing (dominated in the terminology of Dinculeanu [12]) 
operators on C(H), i.e., those operators on C(H) whose representing measures 
have finite total variation. Again, a modification of Grothendieck’s condition 
plays a central role. We remind the reader that if an operator T is absolutely 
summing, then r(T) is the absolutely summing norm, and an operator defined 
on C(H, E) is dominated if and only if its representing measure has finite 
variation. Furthermore, if pt) T: C(H) +F, then r(T) = 1 p I (H). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that F is reflexive and (T,) is a sequeme of absolutely 
summing operators from C(H) to F, pntf T,, . Then (T,) is conditionally weakly 
compact in the space of absolutely summing operators if and only if 
and 
(r( T,)) is bounded 
gj II TnWl p 0 uniformly in n whenever (11 fi 11) is 
(4 
bounded and disjointly supported. 
Proof. Suppose that (~(7’~)) is bounded and property (A) holds. We begin 
by asserting that 
I pn 1 (Oi) y 0 uniformly in n (4 
whenever (OJ is a disjoint sequence of open sets. Suppose not. Without loss 
of generality, suppose that E > 0 and 1 pi j (Oi) > E for each i. Using the 
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regularity of each 1 pr 1 and the definition of the total variation, we find a disjoint 
collection (B,), j = l,..., n, , of open subsets of Oi so that 
for each i. Then let (fi,), 1 < j < n, , i = 1,2,..., be a collection of continuous 
functions so that llfij[f < 1 for each i and j, support (A$) _C B,, and 
Cj (I Ti(fij)ll > E. But this contradicts (A), and assertion (I) is verified. 
Next we claim that 
(I p,, I) is uniformly countably additive. (11) 
Suppose not. Then (I pn 1) is not conditionally weakly compact, and by Grothen- 
dieck’s theorem [15] we obtain a disjoint sequence (OJ of open sets and a 
subsequence b,J of (p,J an d an E > 0 such that I pfl, j (Of) > c for each i. But 
this contradicts (I) above, and (II) must hold. Therefore a theorem of Brooks [6] 
applies, and we have that &) is conditionally weakly compact in cabv(Z,F). 
Hence (T,) is conditionally weakly compact in the space of absolutely summing 
operators. 
Conversely, suppose that &) is conditionally weakly compact in cabv(.Z, X). 
Therefore (I pn I) is bounded, i.e., (4T,)) ’ 1s b ounded. Suppose that (A) does not 
hold. Then we may (and shall) assume that there is an E > 0 and an increasing 
sequence (K,) of positive integers, a sequence (fi) of disjointly supported con- 
tinuous functions, llfi jl < 1 for each i, and E > 0 such that 
k, + 1 < k,,, 
and 
k-+1 
i=J+, II ~9mll > 6. 
0 
Let K = suppofi (fk,+d U *** u support (&+J; hence I P,, I (K,,) > E for 
each n. Thus (I p,, I) is not weakly sequentially compact, and we again apply the 
theorem of Brooks [6] to conclude that (p,,) is not weakly sequentially compact, a 
contradiction. The theorem follows. 
We remark that the pointwise limit of absolutely summing operators need not 
be absolutely summing. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that (T,,) is a sequence of absolutely summing operators, 
T,,: C(H) --t F, (T( T,,)) is bounded, T,, + T pointwise, and 
gj II Tn(fi)ll LO uniformly in n whenever (11 fr 11) is 
bounded and (ff) is disjointly supported. 
Then T s’s absolutely summing. 
(4 
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Proof. From condition (A) and the construction in the preceding theorem, it 
follows that (I pn I) is uniformly countably additive, where pn t) T, , n = 1,2,. . . . 
Let 
h = c I Pn l/W1 + II Pn II>. 
* 
Since 1 pn 1 < X and (1 pCLn 1) is uniformly countably additive, it follows by a 
theorem of Brooks [73 that / ,LL~ / (< )I uniformly in 71. As a consequence, we see 
that (1 pn 1) is uniformly regular. 
Now let 0 be an open subset of H. We claim that ~~(0) converges in F. To 
prove the claim, we begin by letting E be a positive number and using the uniform 
regularity to choose a compact set C C 0 such that 1 TV,, 1 (0,C) < e/2 for each n. 
Also let f E C(H) so that f (C) = 1 and support (f ) _C 0. Then 
Il(Pn - /do II < II Pn(O\C)ll + II Pk(O\C)II + IIhL - PhJC II 
< 6 + IICPn - CL?& II. 
But llh - ,4C II < ll(Tn - TAf II + E, and ll(T, - Tk)f /I < E for sufficiently 
large n and k. Therefore 11(~~ - &O 11 < 3 E f or sufficiently large n and A, and 
the claim is verified. 
Next, by applying the uniform regularity and the fact that we have demon- 
strated convergence on open sets, it follows that (pL,(B)) converges for all B E 2. 
Set u(B) = lim pn(B). S’ mce (v(T,) is bounded, say by K, then [ D I (H) < K. 
And since I pn I < h uniformly in n, then I u 1 < h. Thus c is a dominated 
representing measure. Let L t) u, L: C(H) -+ F. Then T,( f ) -+ L( f ) for each 
f E C(H), i.e., L = T. By uniqueness of representing measures, it follows that T 
is absolutely summing. 
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